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ABSTRACT

Banking sector reforms and policies in developing economies have had limited effect on 

financial development. It is argued that knowledge about banks' efficiency helps to 

inform government policy by providing an assessment o f the effects o f their policies on 

banks' performance and development. This study examines the technical and cost 

efficiency o f commercial banks in Rwanda and identifies the factors that influence such 

efficiencies. The study uses panel data collected on five commercial hanks in Rwanda for 

a period o f six years. It employs Data Lnvelopment Analysis and Stochastic Frontier 

Analysis and makes use of tohit regression model to identify the determining factors 

Consistent with some other studies on African economies, efficiency is found to be 

around 70% Factor like net income is found to have positive effects on technical 

efficiency whereas hank size and loans have negative effects on cost inefficiency. 

Technology was also found to have contributed immensely in increased efficiency in 

Rwumlan commercial bunks. Arising from these findings, we suggest that integration and 

expansion o f technologies should be enhanced throughout the country. Loans should also 

be directed to more productive investments.

xi



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Economists have been theorizing the role o f financial sector in economic growth since the time 

of Bagehot and later on Schumpeter. In Schumpeter's view as quoted in Sinhu(200l): "The 

banker stands between those who wish to form new combinations and the possessors of 

productive means. He is essentially a phenomenon o f development, though only when no central 

authority directs the social process, lie makes possible the carrying out of new combinations, 

authorizes people, in the name of the society as it were, to form them. He is the ephor of the 

xchangc economy” .

This role remained, though, ignored till early I‘>80’s, the time the financial crisis in Latin 

America exploded. Later on, Levine (1997) corroborated a strong and positive link between a 

veil developed financial sector and economic growth. financial factors were found to be an 

ntegral part of the growth process.

There seemed to be a consensus amongst economists on the role of financial sector in economic 

jrowth built on the notion o f transaction costs and information asymmetry. It was completed by 

ic notion o f value creation driven by the notion o f risk management. Levine (1997) and 

chaltens and van Wensveen (2003) have grouped the ways financial sector contribute to 

conomic growth into live: facilitation of risk management, allocation o f resources, monitoring 

I managers and control o f corporate governance, saving mobilization and casing of the 

Xchangc of goods and services.

lvciilionally, the financial sector is composed of capital markets, banks, and insurance 

ipanies among others. In developing economics like Rwanda however, the banking sector 

istitutes the cornerstone of the financial sector. Performance is the key if banks are to play the 

ilc that is theirs in economic growth, more so in Africa; and efficiency analysis is essential in 

c assessment o f  banks' performance.
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In the 1980s an<l before, developing countries were characterized by financial repression. 

Governments heavily controlled exchange rates, interest rates, volume and allocation of loans. In 

this context, financial sectors in such countries remained shallow and failed to contribute 

efficiently to the economic growth process (Rusagara, 2008, EAGLR, 2001). In the late 1980s 

and 1990s most of the least developed countries embarked on economic liberalization programs 

and reforms of the financial sector in order to increase efficiency. Most of these reforms focused 

on seven factors.

'Hie first one related to the creation o f appropriate initial conditions for successful financial 

sector reform, by creating macroeconomic stability, institutional development, and putting an 

effective regulatory and monitoring mechanism in place. The second involved initiating 

complementary real and external sector reforms in the appropriate sequence to ensure removal of 

structural bottlenecks and destabilizing external sector pressures that could threaten the success 

and continuance o f financial reforms. The third step was to ensure competition in the financial 

sector, by allowing entry, reducing fragmentation of financial markets, and ending predominance 

I of government ownership in the financial sector. The fourth referred to building capacity and 

I revitalizing sick financial institutions, through recapitalization and mergers, or liquidation where 

appropriate. The fifth involved banking sector reforms aimed at ending repressive policies like 

i interest rate controls, directed credit, and unreasonable liquidity and reserve ratios. The sixth was 

the development o f  capital markets to widen the range of assets available to savers. I he seventh 

was to ensure Central Rank autonomy (United Nations, 2008; Camen, Ncube and Senbet, 2008). 

These efforts should logically have led to the development o f  fully functional financial sectors.

j Developing countries had followed religiously these reforms but well functioning financial 

sectors still eluded most o f them. Past application o f reforms has therefore only had limited 

success. A number o f empirical studies tried to contribute to the knowledge by investigating 

banks’ efficiency in developing countries blit no study examined the case of banks in Rwanda 

i with all iLs peculiarities.
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I 2 An Overview of the Financial Sector in Rwanda

Currently, the Rwandnn financial sector is made up p f9  commercial hanks; a development bank; 

a housing bank, a micro-finance hank; a discount house and two hundred and thirteen micro- 

|inance institutions, out of which two hundred arc cooperatives while twelve arc public limited 

companies and one private limited company. Among other financial institutions operating in 

Rwanda, there is a unit account of the Post Office, five insurance companies and the Social 

Security Fund of Rwanda (SSFR).

The hanking regulation and supervision arc in the hands of National Rank of Rwanda (NBR) 

whose main objectives are to control inflation, stabilize the financial sector, and modernize and 

secure the payment system. The mandate of the Rank includes: to ensure and maintain price 

stability; to enhance and maintain n stable and competitive financial system without any 

exclusion and to support Government’s general economic policies, without prejudice to the first 

two missions.

Commercial banks represent over 70% o f banks’ total assets. The population access strand is as 

follows: 14% arc formally hanked, 7% formally served by non-banking institutions, 27% 

informally served and 52% are financially excluded (NBR, 2010).

Since 1994/1995 the Rwandan financial sector has undergone many reforms within the 

framework of structural adjustments programs and other support programs initiated hy IMF and 

World Bank. The aim was to move the economy into u liberalized management. Before then, the 

economy was strongly managed, l or instance, in banking sector the central bank decided on the 

total volume of credit to be given in the economy and on how it was shared out among banks and 

sectors (Musoni, 2010). Many reforms carried out from that period throughout, concerned 

privatization, bank supervision, licensing new banks and branches and prudential management.

following NBR reports (2008, 2009a. 2010), this reform process emphasized the introduction of 

legal reforms. Flexible exchange rate regime was adopted und the autonomy and power of the 

central bank, in the field ol its missions and particularly the bank supervision, reinforced. Other
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legal reforms concerned the promulgation o f the law regulating direct tax code on various and 

professional incomes, the implementation of the order on risk coverage and loan monitoring and 

the implementation o f  the Law regulating the organization and functioning o f the money market. 

Since 1999, the Central Hank has issued several prudential regulations including: regulation on 

the solvency ratio that increased the ratio from X% to 10%; regulation on risk coverage and loan 

monitoring and regulation on the liquidity tatio that has decreased the ratio from 100% to 80% of 

the demand deposits, in order to take into account a permanent portion of deposits.

The minimum share capital required for commercial banks has been increased from .100 million 

Kwf to 1.5 billion Rwf in 1999. I "hereafter, in December 2006, this minimum capital has again 

been increased to 5 billion Rwf. in order to reinforce the financial system and adapt it to the 

prevailing economic context. In 1999 and 2000 regulations concerning internal control of kinks 

and micro finance institutions were passed. The central bank was thereafter entitled to approve 

the management personnel o f banks even at branch level.

E icensing of New Banks

ftei 199*1 five new commercial banks were licensed. Iliese banks and the existing ones opened 

*w branches in different areas of the country. After issuing regulations on micro finance 

nslitutlons und saving and credit cooperatives, respectively, several micro finance institutions 

\scrc licensed. The licensing has since been carried out concomitantly with privatization of 

existing commercial banks. I ollowing NBR report (2010), at the end of 2009 three banks were 

oreign owned above 80% of total shares, for one bank the total shares for foreigners was 40%. 

he Rwandan government bought 52% o f one hank that were foreign controlled and restructured 

one cooperative bank that was controlled by the government into a commercial bank in which 

35% ol total shares are foreign owned

Performance of Banks in Rwanda

|incc 2005 the consolidated assets ol commercial hanks in Rwanda have been increasing. They 

10W an increase o f  31% from 2006 to 2007 due to an increase in loans' disbursement. They 

Pgistered an increase of 32.8% in 2008 and 13.2% in 2009 that was driven by an integration of a
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new bank in the system. In 2010 the assets grew 25.9% due to an increase in deposits (NHR 

Annual reports, 2008. 2009a, 2010).

Figure 1: Evolution of Credit to Private Sector (in RWF million)

Evolution of Credit to Private Sector( in RW F million)

7 60

1

•Year ■ Credit to private sector

Tf*lU

Source: N BR, (2008. 200%. >011)

Figure I shows that deposits grew continuously hut at a decreasing rale. Loan advances to 

(private sector increased throughout but a decrease o f 5.2% was registered in 2009 with a 

covcry of 27% in 2010. The monetary authority monitors consistently the evolution of key 

financial soundness indicators. Ihese are capital adequacy ratios, liquidity risk ratios and 

profitability ratios. These indicators have registered progress as reported in Table I .

a.
Table 1: Key Financial Indicators of Rwandun Banking Sector

a--------------------- -----------------
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Capital Adequacy Ratio 13.7% 16.2% 15.9% 19% 19.4%

Return on Assets 2.4% 1.7% 2.4% 0.7% 1.9%

Return on Equity 27.0% 17.5% 18.5% 5.0% 13.7%

.iquid Assets/Total Deposits 64.5% 76.4% 59.6% 65.3 55.6%
Source NuK, (2008,2009b. 2011)
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11k- increase of the capital adequacy ratio from 2006 to 2008 was mainly explained by the 

integration of a new bank into the banking system. It continued to grow in 2009 and 2010 

registering 19% and 19.4% which was above the minimum requirement of 15%.

The banking sector recorded a significant increase in asset quality from a ratio of non-performing 

loam of 25.01% in 2006, to 18.14% in 2007, and to 12.6% in 2008 However, the volume of 

non- performing loans grew by 17.1%. The level o f non-performing loans worsened in 2009 with 

a ratio of 13.1% hut improved to 11.3% in 2010. While assessing the quality o f assets it is 

critical to observe that a large concentration o f aggregate credit in a specific economic sector of 

activities makes banks vulnerable to adverse developments in that sector. For instance, the 

aggregate credit is still concentrated in mortgage industries as well as in trading (restaurants and 

hOtels).The two sectors account for an average o f 60.4% of the total loans to private sector 

during the period 2007-2010 and their shares are 29.3% and 31.1% respectively during the same 

period(NBR. 2008. 2009a. 2010).

With icgard to profitability, records show a lot ol fluctuations but downwards between 2005 and 

006. The return on equity never reached its level of 2006 o f 27%. It drastically reduced in 2009

0 5% but exhibited a good recovery in 2010 at 13.7%.

Jcspitc the progress registered ull through, there still arc deficiencies in the banking sector. Most

1 the challenges pertain to lack of or insufficiency of strategic definition and of positioning 

acing market and competition; a lack or insufficiency of policies and procedures of credit 

ranting, an insufficiency of internal audit, a lack of managers’ understanding and corporate 

overnance standards, poor credit monitoring, deficiency in credit application analysis; lack of

cquutc and credible system frame of developers, gathering o f files and the incompleteness of 

legal system. Other challenges refer to a limited number o f people with access to financial 

ervices, ihe oligopolistic nature of the banking industry in Rwanda and a high volume of non- 

rforniing loans (NBR, 2010).
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, j  problem Stmemcni

F.nhanccd bank efficiency entails greater mobilization o f financial savings and more production 

of loons for industrial investment. This contributes to financial development which, in turn, 

strengthens economic growth. Rwanda, in the framework o f structural adjustments programs, 

adopted banking sector reforms which, together with subsequent policies have had limited effect 

on financial development. These policies were not evidence based and authorities have been 

applying them by trial and error which has highly compromised effectiveness. In fuel, knowledge 

about banks' efficiency helps to inform government policy by providing an assessment of the 

effects of deregulation, mergers, market structure and other policies on banks’ performance and 

development. As it is. policies lor improving efficiency o f Rwandan banking sector lack this 

empirical foundation. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to contribute to filling this 

knowledge gap by carrying out a study on levels and determinants of efficiency of commercial 

banks in Rwanda.

1.4 Objectives of the Study

fhe main objective o f this study was to examine efficiency of commercial banks in Rwanda.

he specific objectives were to:

1. Determine the level o f technical efficiency of commercial tanks in Rwanda;

2 Determine the level o f cost efficiency o f commercial banks m Rwanda;

Identify determinants o f commercial banks’ efficiency in Rwanda;

<1, Use (I), (2) and (3) above to suggest policy measures to be adopted for enhanced role of 

hanking sector in economic growth.

1.5 Motivation of the Study

sell sustainable economic growth should be the goal of any developing economy. Rwanda can 

Khievc it by building from within a sound and solid financial sector. Understanding the factors 

vat influence efficiency will no doubt enhance performance of hanks and their function in 

tconomic growth. Lfficicnt hanks allow for more mobilization o f  savings and improved 

location o f resources. Subsequently, more profitable loons are advanced to businesses which 

Xelcrate the growth o f financial institutions and of the economy in general.
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iliiW » lo tfiAn o f commercial banks’ efficiency in Rwanda is relevant to bank decision makers 

^nrds their understanding o f controllable sources of performance on which to locus. It is also 

relevant to monetary authorities in their role to guide and control the banking system in its

function of promoting growth.
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c h a p t e r  t w o

LITERATURE REVIEW

Iliis chapter has two sections. Section one focuses on theoretical basis of efficiency o f a 

production unit. The second section deals with the empirical literature review with much focus 

,,n banks in Africa. An overview o f the literature is provided at the end o f the chapter.

2.1 Review of Theoretical Literature

Ihc standard microeconomic theory assumes a production unit (a hank in our case) to be a profit 

maximizer. The ultimate objective of a linn therefore is to reach the maximum possible profit 

given resources available (Hikker and Bos, 2008). I lie literature tries to explain factors that drive 

changes in profit. There exist quantity effects and price effects. The quantity effect shows the 

impact on profit o f an expansion or contraction of the business, holding prices fixed whereas the 

price effect show s the impact on profit o f changes in the price structure o f  the business, holding 

quantities fixed. The theory o f production posits that variations in quantities produced by a firm 

win be explained by changes in activities (which may involve scale and/or scope economies) or 

changes in productivity Variations in productivity mainly result from technological effects or 

efficiency effects. This study focuses on the efficiency component.

To analyze the behavior o f the firm, the theory of production starts by specifying a production 

set A production set V is a set o f all output vectors Q that constitute feasible production plans 

for the firm. The output is produced using input vectors X limited by technological constraints. 

In a single output technology, this output-input relationship is commonly described by a 

production function fix) that gives the maximum amount of Q that can be produced using input 

amounts X. 1 lie resulting production set is described as:

Y ~ ......< ? .-/(* !, S  O and Or,......>  0)

The effect o f  changes in inputs on output ) is called marginal productivity. In other words, 

the output growth corresponding to a shilt of the production function is generated by the increase 

in p roductiv ity^  It involves a change in output/input relation.
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A production plan q in )' is (technologically) efficient if there is no q' in )' such that q' > q and 

, ^  ^ j5f u production plan is efficient if there is no way to produce more output with the 

same inputs or to produce the same output with less input. It is often assumed that the set of 

technologically efficient production plans can be described by a transformation function T where 

7(q) “  0 If end only if q is efficient Therefore, efficiency affects productivity by improving the 

way inputs arc used and transformed into outputs within a firm. Efficiency here refers to the 

difference between observed and optimal input-output mixes. It means producing at the 

production possibility frontier. This is a maximization point and inefficiencies represent 

movements away from it (Leibensiein, 1 *>66. Stigler, 1976).

I, jSi therefore, theoretically important to measure efficiency. Measurements of efficiency were 

pioneered by Farcll(1957) who defined efficiency as the largest possible production of output 

given a set o f inputs. Efficiency is divided into technical efficiency and price efficiency 

(normally known as allocutive efficiency). The former means achieving the highest attainable 

output given set o f inputs and the latter refers to the optimal combination of inputs in view of 

ihc.r prices. Technical efficiency can l>e measured from an input conserving angle where the 

objective is to maximize the reduction of inputs to use given the technology und the output to 

produce. It can also be measured from an output expanding angle with a goal o f maximizing the 

output given the technology und inputs.

following Furell(l957) two measurement approaches have been mostly used in hanking 

industry: Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA). Doth SI A 

and DF.A methods ore efficiency frontier analysis, and are similar in that they determine a 

frontier and inefficiency based on that frontier. But, there exist vital differences between 

stochastic frontier analysis as an econometric approach and Data envelopment analysis as a 

mathematical programming method. Differences pertain as to how they construct a production 

rentier and calculate efficiency relative to the frontier. DF.A is suited to measuring efficiencies 

©t deterministic industry for multiple inputs/outputs information. On the other hand, SFA is 

suited to measuring efficiencies o f stochastic industry for inpul/output information. Basically, the 

differences between the two approaches can he narrowed down to two essential features, f  irst, 

<hc econometric approach is stochastic. It allows lor distinguishing the effects of statistical noise 

from that of inefficiency Second, the programming approach is nonparametric It helps to avoid
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jvsucs of misspeciticalion o f the functional form with those of Inefficiency (1 ried, Lovell and 

Schmidt. 1976).

2.2 Review of Empirical L iterature

Literature is replete with studies on banks' efficiency but most of them have been done on US 

and European banks. Developing countries count lew studies in this field w ith the Sub-Saharan 

Africa coming last The studies have covered many aspects of efficiency ranging from size to 

types of efficiency, ownership effects, regional effects, m ethods used, framework o f analysis, 

cross-country studies, bank types and branches among others. Each study has examined only one 

or at most a combination o f two or three aspects; none has covered ail aspects in a single study.

In the last decade, studies on bank efficiency focused on specific countries or regional economic 

blocks in Africa In a study on intermediation efficiency and productivity ol banking sector in 

Kenya in the post liberalization period, Kamuu (2011) used Data Envelopment Analysis in 

variable and constant returns to scale form. Variables were chosen following the intermediation 

approach. The study estimated scale efficiency, pure technical efficiency and the overall 

efficiency of 40 retail banks. The efficiency level was found not to be less than 40% with large 

banks being more efficient than small banks and foreign owned hanks being more efficient than 

local banks. I be main cause o f inefficiency was found to he inefficient use o f deposits.

Similar results on scale efficiency have been documented by <)laoscbikan(2009) who surveyed 

efficiencies o f  Nigerian banks using similar methods and framework as Kamau(20l I). I he study 

found that bank size and had loans arc significant in explaining inefficiencies. This study also 

found that stall compensation is not significant. However, these findings are in contrast to 

Aikaeli(2008) results. Aikacli(2008) studied x-incftlcicncy in commercial banks in Tanzania. 

Among other results, the study suggested that bank size is positively related to x>inefficiency. 

The reason being that as the firm grows, the separation o f ow nership and management increases, 

agency problem heightens, and the management self interests easily entrench firm objectives. 

Contrary to Olao$ebikan(2(K)9), Aikacli also found that staff compensation is significant, 

indicating that when incentive to work increases x-inetTiciency in hanks decreases.
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Some of Kamau(20ll) results are in contrast to the findings o f Frimpong(20l0) ami 

fslcubc{2009) Frimpong(20l0) when investigating efficiency of Ghanian banks found that 

domestic private banks were the most efficient group o f bunks in Ghana with their average 

efficiency level being 87%. They were followed by foreign banks (average of 72%) and lastly, 

ihc state-owned banks with an average score o f only 51 % Ncuhe (2009) in a study o f efficiency 

of the banking sector in South Africa found a negative correlation between cost efficiency and 

hank size. Cost efficiency fell systematically as bank size was increased.

Ikhide(2008) examined the scale efficiency o f Namibian banks given the small size o f the 

population. Stochastic frontier approach was used. Findings arc that there were still economies 

that could be exploited by increasing the size of larger banks f actor usage explained differences 

that appeared among banks

Onour and Abdalla (2010) examined the efficiency of 12 Sudanese commercial banks using Data 

Envelopment Analysis. Government owned bank was found to be economically efficient and 

small banks to be only technical efficient hut scale inefficient. They conclude that size matters 

for scale efficiency but public ownership is not a constraint to performance. However, these 

findings on ownership effects on efficiency arc not in accord with those o f poshakwale and 

Qian(2009) in their study on competitiveness and efficiency of hanking sector in Egypt, a 

country with islamic banks like Sudan I heir findings show that state owned hanks arc generally 

less efficient than private banks and foreign banks arc less efficient than domestic hanks. The 

average x-incfficiency o f Rgyptiun hanks is around 30%.

Mugumc(2008) investigated the interaction between banking efficiency and market 

conccniration/compctition in Uganda. Ihc study used stochastic frontier analysis in structure- 

conduct performance framework. The results were inconclusive

On regional economic blocks. Kablnn (2009) studied technical and cost efficiency of West 

African Economic and Monetary Union using both parametric (SI A) to evaluate cost efficiency 

and non-parametric approach (DFA) to estimate technical efficiency. Local banks with private 

capital were found to lie most efficient. Ihc efficiency scores evolved over 70% and inefficiency
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,vji$ mainly caused by low bank penetration or financial depth. I he study did not make any 

comparison in results provided by the two methods used.

Effect* o f macroeconomic factors on banks’ efficiency in developing countries were studied by 

Chan and Karim (2010) using parametric stochastic frontier approach. Among other results 

found, openness in terms of foreign direct investments had positive effects on cost and profit 

efficiency on banks in African region while trade openness bad negative effects. These findings 

on trade openness arc not in agreement with Asongu (2010) who applied a binary multivariate 

dummy model to study openness and hank efficiency in Africa Among other results, trade 

openness and financial openness were found to decrease bank efficiency in low income 

countries.

Bader et al (2008) compared conventional and Islamic banks in 21 countries including seven 

African countries. They evaluated three components; revenue, cost and profit efficiency based on 

three grounds, size, age and region. I hey used data envelopment analysis and their results 

indicutc that for the Africa region conventional banks outperform Islamic banks in cost, revenue, 

and profit efficiency. In Asia, conventional banks had better cost and revenue efficiencies but 

Islamic banks had scores for profit efficiency. In the Middle Oust and Turkey, the results indicate 

that Islamic hanks outperform the conventional banks in cost, revenue and profit efficiency. On 

average, banks were found to be more efficient using their resources compared to their ability to 

generate revenues and profits. On average loo, big banks are relatively more cost, revenue and 

profit efficient than small banks. But there were no significant difference between efficiency 

scores of small and big banks in conventional versus Islamic banks.

Kirkpatrick. Murindc and Tcfula (2008) investigated determinants o f  x-incfficiency in nine sub 

Saharan African countries. I lie study used translng stochastic cost and profit approach. It 

explored bank specific as well as macroeconomic factors. Profit x-incfficiency was found to be 

higher than cost x-inefficiency. Average level o f cost efficiency is 80% while that o f profit 

efficiency is 67%. There was evidence of increasing agency costs. Factors that were found to 

positively influence x-inefficiency are bail loans and high capital ratios. Bank size and foreign 

hank ownership have negative effects on x-incfficiency. Findings of Kirkpatrick, Murindc und 

Tefiila (2008) on effects o f ownership on banks’ efficiency arc consistent with Kiyota(2009)
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findings Kab!an(201(>) confirmed some o f these results in a study on banking efficiency and 

financial development in 29 Sub Saharan African countries. Mad loans negatively affect 

efficiency; however, foreign ownership is negatively associated with efficiency. In this study 

banks are estimated to he efficient at 76% on average

From the foregoing review, effects o f ownership on hanks’ efficiency seem inconclusive. I his 

w»s first found by Figueira, Nellis and Parker (2006). They carried out u study on performance 

of state-owned versus privately-owned and domestically-owned versus foreign owned banks 

across 40 African countries (involving 340 banks) using cross-sectional data for 2001/2. The 

overall conclusion was that there is little evidence that privately-owned hanks in Africa perform 

better than their state-owned counterparts. Ihcrc is some evidence however, that (orcign-owncd 

banks urc more efficient tlun domestically-owned banks. Moreover, there is a suggestion that 

differences in performance may not only be related to banks' ownership (I iguciru, Nellis and 

Parker. 2006).

2.3 Overview of Literature

The reviewed literature shows that most o f the studies on Africa focused on scale and cost 

efficiency. The levels o f  efficiency were found to be evolving between 70% and 80% in both 

country specific ami cross-country studies. I he most examined determinants o f efficiency across 

economics arc bank size, ownership (foreign versus domestic or private versus public), bud loans 

and staff compensation. Apart from bad loans that most studies found to be negatively related to 

x-efficiency, these studies arc far from reaching a consensus on the effects o f hank size and 

ownership. Most studies used Data F.nvelopmeut Analysis or Stochastic I rontier Analysis hut 

very few used both methods DBA and SI A. I he reviewed studies assumed that the 

intermediation approach prevails in African countries.

I he reviewed literature stresses that factors and environment that affect efficiency o f hanks are 

nnt uniform across economies. H ius, this study proposes to follow intermediation approach and 

apply both DBA and SPA to identify determinants o f efficiency o f commercial banks in Rwanda.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

In this study, wc applied two recognized methods in estimating efficiency in banking industry. 

Data Envelopment Analysis was used to evaluate production (technical) efficiency of 

commercial banks in Rwanda and Stochastic frontier Analysis was used to compute cost 

efficiency. Wc then employed a tobit model to identify the determinants of efficiency of the 

commercial banks in Rwanda.

3.2 Data Envelopment Analysis

PEA emerged as a good method of measuring performance from the original work of Charnes. 

Cooper and Rhodes (CCR) (1978) inspired by the article of Farell (1957). It evaluates the 

efficiency of a decision making unit relative to other (similar) decision making units w ith the aim 

of estimating the benchmark for best practice frontier.

Chames, Cooper and Rhodes (1978) assume that there arc n decision making units (DMIJ) to he 

evaluated. Each DMU consumes varying amounts of m different inputs to produce v different 

outputs; i.e DMU consumes amount x,, o f input / and produces amount y of output r. Inpul(s)

and output(s) aie positive quantities.

Efficiency is given by the ratio multiple-output /multiple-input situation for each DMU It can 

also be reduced to that of a single ‘virtual’ output and 'virtual' input. Ibis ratio has to be 

maximized using the following objective function:

max h„ (u. v)  =  £ r  uryro /  I ,  v, xl(t...............................................................................................( I )

Subject to:

.... »

is



I

UftV{ >  0 fo r  all i and r 

Where:

u ’s and the v ’s are variables or weights that arc attached to each producer’s inputs and outputs 

so as to solve the problem;

y ’s and 's are the observed output and input values, respectively, o f the DMU to be 

evaluated.

This model is termed constant returns to scale and it assumes that all DMUs operate at an 

optimal scale. Since it aims at maximizing output it is ulso called output-oriented I he same 

model development is found in Al-Jarrah(2007)

Equation (I) can be turned into a minimization problem by duality principle:

(f =  m in i) ...............................................................................................(2)

.Subject to

£"=, xit A, <  OxUt 1 = 1.2......n

’Z'!*iyriA,>yr„ r - \ . 2 ......n

A, 2  0 y =  1 ,2 ......»t

Where 0 is u scalar and X is a vector o f constant.

A DMU will Ik  technical efficient if if  -  1 and inefficient it i f  < 1.

Lllieient points are located on the frontier. However, some points on the frontier may represent 

weak efficiency i f  inefficient points have been scaled and still contain non zero slacks. Taking 

care of non zero slacks, we estimated the fallowing model:

m i n d - e f t ”  ̂  \ ElI X ) ..................................................................................................... (3)

Subject to

+ s r = ° x io’1 = * '2......m

yr/Ai -  s?  = yrtt. r  =  1.2......S

A f.S f.S ;  > 0 V l J , r
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Where. S ^ a n d S *  arc slack variables used to convert the inequalities in equation (3) into 

equalities and they do not affect the optimal (f which is obtained by solving equation (3).

Technical efficiency is concerned with how many and which inputs and outputs to consider. In 

the banking literature, two approaches have been advanced. I he intermediation approach 

introduced by Scalcy and I indlcy (1977) that assumes bank deposits are inputs in the operational 

cycle. The second is the value-added approach proposed by Berger and Humphrey (1992). Ibis 

approach assumes that banks engage in the intermediation of loan, payment, liquidity and 

safekeeping services. Hence, deposit is treated simultaneously us input und output of the bunks. 

Clark and Siems(2(K>2) investigated the impact of off-balance-sheet (OBS) activities on the 

measurement o f X-efficicncy in the hanking industry . Their results provided strong support for 

including OBS activities in X-efliciency studies. In this study we applied intermediation 

approach.

Therefore, we estimated the following empirical model:

(Loans, investments assets) =  / (Labor.physical capital, financial capital)........(4).

Where:

- l oans arc used as net loans and advances to customers

- Investment assets are calculated as the total of investment in treasury bills and bonds, 

placements with other financial institutions and other financial investments

- 1 abor is given by total personnel expenses.

• 1‘hysical capital is Net o f property and equipment

• Financial capital is the total of deposits by customers and non interest expenses.

The malinquisl index is used to enable us to decompose improvements in hank performance 

Stemming from technological change and that from efficiency change.

° 0 'r .* i.y r+i.* r+iJ =  | D,o{ytJtf) x n ' / W , )  | ........................................................^
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Where M  denotes Malmquist productivity index of the most recent production point (x t+1,y f+1), 

using period (t ♦ 1) technology relative to the earlier production point (xt .y t), using period t 

technology. Subscript o indicates output orientation; D is output distance function, while y and x 

are outputs and inputs, respectively. A value higher than one means a positive growth o f total 

factors productivity between the period t and period 1+1.

The decomposition of the ahove equation is obtained following f are cl al( 1992) by extracting the

term from the right hand side ol''equation!5):

V*

M '4l(yf.x f.y M1. r n ,)  -  TFA(yt . x , . y , tX.x t n ) x  Tb(y, . xt.y , ♦

(6)

(7).

The lirst term on the right hand side measures the contribution o f  the efficiency change to 

productivity change and the second term on the right hand side measures the contribution of the 

technological change to productivity change.

3 J  Stochastic Frontier Analysis

Measuring efficiency o f a production unit refers to looking for a maximum point of production 

attainable or the minimum cost. It can be done by estimating a frontier function using stochastic 

frontier analysis, llie general model was developed by Aigncr, lovell and Schmidt (1977) in their 

pioneering work with a production function of the form:

y i» /G r i i / f )  +  e i ; < «  1......N ........................................................................................................ (8)

Where f, < 0 and is a one sided disturbance term.

They proposed a composite error term of the form;

= v, 3 u,; I =

{a,} reflects a statistical noise and is assumed to be independently and identically distributed as 

N(O.a’).
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Ul < 0 reflects inefficiency term and is a non-positive disturbance which implies that a firm’s 

output must be less than or equal to + v, Deviations reflect inefficiency and the

technical efficiency can then be measured by the ratio y i/f( .x t:0 )  + i>(( Wald man, 1984).

formally, u.can be assumed to have an exponential distribution, a truncated distribution, a half- 

normal distribution or a gamma distribution. However, in many empirical studies it has been 

assumed to follow a lull-normal or un exponential distribution. In this study, the truncated 

normal distribution proved to represent well our data

Analysis o f efficiency by stochastic frontier is popular in evaluating production, cost efficiency 

or x-efficiency It is done by specifying a production (or cost) function which is estimated using 

maximum likelihood techniques. Usually, Coht>-l)ouglas production function or translogaritlmiic 

function are used but in banking sector the latter lias been widely chosen because of its 

flexibility.

In this study, the stochastic frontier model was helpful in analyzing x-inefficiency. A Cobb- 

Douglas cost function model provided suitable and significant estimate compared to u translog 

function. I he study applied to equation (9) the muximum likelihood method in order to estimate 

parameters. I he Cobb-Dougias cost function was expressed as follows:

In TC =  <r0 + I ,  a, In Q, +  £ , /?, In +  f ...........................................................(9)

With:

TC total costs vector 

Q output value vector 

I’ input prices vector 

« =  vn + u„ ;

v„; a statistical noise with the independent normal distribution Af(0,rr,f). 

u„= inefficiency term assumed to be distributed independently o f v„.

The likelihood function is expressed as follows:
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\ni ( f fX.n2) =  ' l l n ( ^ )  + » > n Q ) “ ^ i r - i f rZ * (I0)

Where:

X = a"f0v and a 1 =  ( n j  +  ou2).

The estimation o f  the Cobh-Douglas function gave us variance and standard deviations that we 

used to estimate cost efficiency scores which were calculated using the following equation:

Where y  is the standard normal cumulative distribution and <p is the standard normal density 

function.

3.4 Tobit Model for Estimation of Determinants of X-incfficicncy

DHA and SFA provided us with efficiency scores which wc used as dependent variable Ibe 

study adopted Koblan(2009) and Aikaeli{2008) tohit framework. The tobit model is appropriate 

as efficiency scores are restricted within 0-1 range, and cannot be modeled by a logit or probit 

model because these efficiency scores are not dichotomous.

The simple tobit model is expressed following Greene (2004) as follows:

y, = <)</ y- < O.and

y, =  y ; . i f y ; > o

yl is a latent variable and is only observed if its value exceeds a threshold C,.

In case o f two limits (lower and upper), the model becomes a double truncated tobit model which 

is the model this study applied.

yt =  Ct ‘/  y l  ^  c,

y. =  yl if C, <  yl £  c2

( 11)

yl =  +  *1 (12)
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y, -  c2 i f  y l  > c2

Where {('l ;c2)rl{i are boundaries o f  the censorship.

We estimated two empirical models which have the same explanatory variables:

(Technical e ff ic iency)  = o 0 + aj.S£/l 4 a : NIA 4  a sLA + a+PEPA 4  aJP C  4 a ,S E f  4

a^Hadloan 4  bunkslze ............................................................................................................................. (13).

(inefficiency) -  a 0 4  « ,S £ / l  4  a2NIA 4  a }LA 4  a t DEPA 4  aJPC  4  u-,SEf 4  

afiHadloan 4  bunksize ............................................................................................................................. (14).

Where,

SI1’A is the ratio of shareholder equity to total assets;

NIA is net income to total assets which is a ratio o f profitability;

LA is the ratio ol total loans to total assets;

DLPA is the share of deposits to total assets < for each bank);

SF.f is the proportion ol shareholder equity held by foreigners;

Badloans are individual bank non-performing loans.

Banksi?e is the ratio o f bank assets to total assets of all banks taken into account in this study.

The above seven variables are taken to lie bank specific factors that affect efficiency except for 

I PC which is a macroeconomic factor.

3.5 Definition of Variables

The Rutio of Shareholders Lquilv to Total Assets (SUAt. It represents the share that comes from 

the owners o f the company to finance the activities of the company. It is distinguished from the 

money that comes from lenders. Doth owners’ equity and total assets are gotten from company’s 

balance sheet.
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Total Assets: they include cash in hand, cash balances with the National Bank of Rwanda, due 

from banks, loans and advances to customers, financial investments hcld-to-maturity, financial 

investments availablc-for-sale, othei assets, intangible assets and property and equipment.

Total equity includes share capital, revaluation surplus, reserves and retained earnings.

The Ratio of Loans to I'otal Assets UAL Is a measure o f  credit risk. It captures the weight of 

output produced on bank's efficiency. A higher ratio signifies that a hank is running a risk of 

being less liquid and is exposed to higher defaults.

I lie Ratio of Deposits to total Assets (DlilVA): It is an indicator o f capital adequacy. Deposits 

are a major source for credit granting. A hank mobilizes saving from customers and uses the 

same to offer loans to other customers in need o f financial resources. This ratio represents the 

role of external finance on bank performance.

The Ratio of Net Income to Total Asscls(NlA): It captures how important profitability is in 

financing company’s activities. It shows the role played by profit earned in affecting 

performance. We found net income in profit and loss account and total ussets is taken from the 

balance sheet. I he higher the |>ercentage the better, as it implies that the company is doing well 

and creating profitable transactions from its assets,

f oreign Ownership of I ouitytScO: refers to the ownership/conlrol o f shares in a company in a 

country by individuals who are not citizens o f that country, or by companies whose headquarters 

ore not in that country It captures the influence of foreign knowlcdgc/manugcmcnl experience 

on bank efficiency.

Bad l oan is a non-performing loan. A loan is considered as such when the borrower has failed 

to meet its obligations in terms o f periodic amount o f reimburcemenl and/or in terms of time of 

reimbursement as provided for in the contract In Rwanda, this time is established by monetary 

authorities.

Income per Capita Growth (JPO): This is a macroeconomic variable. Mere it is used to measure 

the effects of variations in country's output level on bank’s efficiency. Wc assume that when the
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jjLprtmv slows down, businesses financed by bonk loans will not perform well which will 

g rease defaults and thus result into reduced banks returns.

^q-interest Expenses: usually these expenses relate to activities that arc not associated with 

uncling customers to deposit funds in the bank.

jjy^stpicnt Assets: arc securities designed to generate profits. Ihcy are grouped in categories 

(aiown as asset clusses and cun be divided into stocks, bonds, commodities and currencies. In our 

case they include treasury hills and bonds, placements with other tinanciul institutions and other 

financial investments.

Fjiiancial Capital: or just capital in finance and accounting, refers to the funds provided by 

lenders (and investors) to businesses to purchase real capital equipment for producing 

good v'services.

Rtllik Siits: relative to kink activities (such as deposits mobilization, credit granting, etc.) this 

variable is used us a sign o f the weight o f  a single bank in the entire banking system

3.6 Data Type and Sources

This study used secondary data from individual banks' balance sheets and profit and loss 

accounts, lhe study used the same data in DliA and SFA. Data was computed as elaborated 

before. For the Tobit model, all the data was also obtained from balance sheets and profit and 

loss accounts o f  individual Ivinks upail from 1PC that was obtained from World Dank 

development indicators 2010.
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EMPIRICAL RESULTS

4,| Introduction

llus chapter presents results and analysis. Section 4.3 and 4.4 analyze technical and cost 

efficiencies respectively. In section 4.5 the study identities factors that determine such 

efficiencies. A presentation o f descriptive statistics precedes each section.

4.2 Descriptive Statistics of Variables

From 2005 to 2010 output variables show great variability in terms o f investment assets lor all 

banks. Loans arc shown to increase from 2005 to 2009 for all hanks except for one particular 

bank which shows an outstanding growth throughout the period. For input variables, the t ost ol 

Labor and Financial Capital have increased in the same period lor all banks, lablc 2 and I able 3 

report the summary statistics o f variables and the correlation matrix respectively. Inputs

variables are in ratios.

Table 2: Sum m ary Statistics

—

M ean St. dev.

1 utnl u n l/ lo ta l asset* 0  09 7667 0  12767

lo a n s 3 .I3 K * 0 7 2 0 8 t: *07

Investm ent assets 1.851. *07 1 .43b  *07

U n it cost » f  labor 81 2295 0 36 9993 9

U n itco M  o f  p h ysica l capital 0  229~ 0 2 0 8 9 7 7

U n it coat o f  fin a n c ia l capital 0  02 4667 0 0 1 0 4 1 6 6

Source: Author's compulation*



fahlc 3: C orrelation  M a im

r * TCTA loan. Invest avsets UCI. IICPK UCFK

foul Cost/Toul A-.ids 1

w * •0.3025 1
Investm en t Assets -0 2121 0 6497 1

Dart (aU of 1 ahor 0 5X09 0.21V.
~4AS72~

0.3597 1

'Unit Cost ol Physical Capital 0.4267 0.1503 0.2779 1

Unit Cost of Financial Capital -0.0074 -0 0041 05282 4)257 0.1384 1

Source Author's computations

flic small values reported in the correlation matrix mean that the variables are not highly 

correlated among themselves except between loans and investment assets, unit cost *>t labor and 

llic ratio Of Total cost to Total assets and between unit cost o f  financial capital and investment 

assets.

4 J  Technical Kfflcicncy o f Rw andan Commercial Hanks

rhe technical efficiency scores in I’ablc 4 were estimated using DfcA with constant returns to 

scale assumption DfcAP 2.1 software was used. The estimated technical efficiency of 

commercial hanks in Rwanda is found to be 71.8% on average.

I able 4: Com m ercial Banks Technical Efficiency Scores (estim ated with Dfc A)

Year ACCF-SS Manque
<IHMIIUIll.il*
ilu Kwantla

Bank
of

Kigali

FCOKANK FINAltANK All bSMlB

2005 ” 1 0.634 1 0.428 0.61 0 734

2006 " T 1 1 1 0 847 0.969

20oT 0 751 0 578 1 0.257 0.452 0.608

200T 0.349 0713 1 1 0.396 0.692

2009 0.335 0.613 I 0.702 0.747 0 68

2010 0.26 0 585 1 1 0.302 0.679

Average 0.615X33 0.687167 1.00 0.7J1167 0.559 0.718667

Source Author's compulations
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flom a total o f five hanks, three have been found to have an average productive efficiency below 

lhe overall average. In general, from 2005 to 2010 technical efficiency reduced by 16.7%. 

Recess bank’s mean efficiency registered a reduction o f 84% in its technical efficiency whereas 

for Ecobank efficiency more than doubled. The bank with the highest technical efficiency was 

found to have registered the highest values in loans and the lowest variability in terms of unit 

cost o f  labor. To measure the change in technical efficiency we estimated Malmquist index. The 

results are reported in Table 5.

Table 5: M alm quist Index

BANK i Suit

Technical

Kfficicncy

Change

Technological

Change

Pure Technical 

efficiency 

Change

Scale

Kfficicncy

Change

i Mai Factor 

Productivity 

( huugc

ACCESS 0.7(H 1.096 1 0 764 0.837

1 Unique Commcrcialc 
du RwnndafBC.'R) 0.984 1.111 0 949 1.037 1.093

Hunk of Kigali (HM 1 t i l l 1 1 Mi l

ECOBANK 1.185 1.179 1.179 1 005 1.397

FINABANK 0.86V 1.296 1 0 869 1.126

Avirsgs 0.95 1.156 1.023 0.929 1.098

Source: Author'* computations

We found that total technical efficiency declined by 5% and this was caused by a decrease in 

scale efficiency o f 7.1% since pure technical efficiency rose hy 2.1%. Total factor productivity 

grew by 9.8% which was possibly driven by technological changes that amounted to 15.6%. This 

implies that lor the period under review and before, commercial banks in Rwanda have been 

incorporating technological innovations in their operations.

4.4 Analysis o f ( 'out Kfficicncy

lablcs 6 and 7 respectively show the data (and its distribution) used in estimating cost efficiency 

using Stochastic Frontier Approach.
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Table 6: Descriptive Statistics of Variables

Mean Std Dev. Skewness Kurtosis

foral i ostv'l utal Assets -2.381075 0.31S4999 0.96-1 0.022

Loans 17.06868 0 6454598 0,504 0.511

'investment assets 16.2-1627 1.197797 0.059 0.508

Unit Cost of Labor 15.79128 0.5270054 0 099 0.778

Unit Cost Of Physical Capital -1.767295 0,7302372 0 068 0.957

Unit Cost of Financial Capital -3.796461 0.457815 0.268 0.731

Source Author's computations

Table 7: Correlation Matrix

teta loan Invest assets ucl Upk utk

Total CosIsTTotal Assets(tcta) 1

Loans 0.2733 1

Investment uvscls(invest assets) 0.0762 0.3702 1

Unit Cost of Laborfucl) 0.5707 0.3751 0.5074 1

Unit Cost Of Physical Capital(upk) 0.50.34 -0,0768 0.0746 0.4422 1

Unit Cost of f inancial Capital(ufk) 0.0813 -0.0349 -0.5936 0.2759 -0.04 1

Source: Author's computations

Tables 6 and 7 show that the variables are positively skewed with Investment assets. Unit Cost of 

l abor and Unit Cost ol Physical Capital being close to zero and the ratio of Total Costs to Total 

Assets. Loans and Unit Cost of Financial Capital being far from zero. I his means that tire 

distribution might not be normal. I he values of kurtosis arc all less than three. This indicates that 

variables arc widely scattered from their mean but the probability o f extreme values is less than 

that of a normal distribution. F.xccpt for four values that are above 0.5. the small values 

displayed in the correlation matrix show low correlation between the variables used in the 

estimation o f the cost frontier.

To obtain cost efficiency o f commercial banks in Rwanda we estimated a Cobb-Douglas cost 

function. The latter was preferred to a translog function because it was found to give more 

significant coefficients and was thus judged to lit more the data used in this study. I Ids is
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contrary to other studies done on African economics where translog cost functions were found to 

lit the data more than the Cobb-Pouglas function.

The estimated parameters o f the Cobb_Douglas cost function and the estimated cost efficiencies 

were obtained using FRONTIER4.I software and are presented in I able 8 und 9 respectively 

(the variables are in logarithm). The null hypothesis is that gamma is equal to zero (y=0) 

meaning that inefficiency does not exist

Table 8: Estimated Param eters of the Cnhb-Douglas Cost Function

Variable coefficient t-ratio

Constant 0.2111 0.1897

Loans •0.2746 •34435

Investment assets •0.1386 -2.7357

Unit Cost of Labor 0.4971 5.6966

Unit Cost Of Physical Capital 0.0427 0.8987

Unit Cost of Financial Capital 0.0730 1.3669

Sigma squared 00382 2.3672

Gamma 0.5080 1.9339

Mu 0.2787 1.9924

Fta 0.0000

Number of observations 30

Log likelihood function 12.6-115

1 R test of the one-sided crroi 5.2416

Source: Author-* computation*

Table 9: Commercial Ranks Cost Efficiency Scores (estimated with SFA)

BANK Average Ffficieney
ACCESS Rwanda 0.747625

Manque Cotnmcrcialc du Rwanda(BCR) 0.661006

Rank of Kigali (RK) 0.72215

ECOBANK Rwanda 0.OKI925

FIN A RANK Rwanda 0925701

Mean efficiency for all banks 0.737756

Source: Author’s compulations
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Tables 8 and 9 show that all the coefficients are significant except lor the unit cost o f physical 

capital. The existence of inefficiencies is confirmed by the significance o f sigma squared and 

gamma I he likelihood ratio test is found to Ik* greater than the critical value (5.138) from Koddc 

and Palm (I ‘>86) tables. Wc thus reject the null hypothesis We can therefore conclude that 

50.8% of variations urc caused by inefficiency and 49.2% are due to idiosyncratic noise. A 

truncated normal distribution describes well the data used in this study more than a normal 

distribution and this is corroborated by the significance of Mu(p). Our results also suggest that a 

time invariant model is more suitable compared to a lime varying model as F.ta (n) is not 

significant, flic average cost efficiency o f commercial banks in Rwanda is found to be 73.7% 

with the lowest efficiency score being 66.3% and the highest being 92.5%. Ihese results 

resemble those o f Poshnkwalc and Qian(2009) on figyptian hanks and are also close to those of 

Kablan(2009) on WAEMU banks.

4.5 Analysis of Determinants o f M anagerial Inefficiency

At this stage it is important to understand factors that cause inefficiencies. Literature on the 

banking sector has been using some bank specific and macro environmental factors Due to lack 

o f data this study uses one macroeconomic variable (Income per capita growth) and seven bank 

specific variables to estimate two equations. In equation 14 the dependent variable is the 

technical efficiency scores from DBA and in equation (13), the dependent variable is the cost 

inefficiency scores from SFA. The descriptive statistics of the data used arc presented in Table 

10 and 11 respectively.

Data used in estimating equation 13 and I I arc positively skewed and greater than zero. The 

measure o f kurtosis shows that the values arc spread wide around the mean, and the variables 

show no great correlation between them.
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Table 10: Descriptive Statistics forTobit Regression

Source: Authors computations

Table II: Descriptive Statistics forTobit Regression

Variable Skewness K in iosU Mean Sid . I)ev. M in M at

Technical efficiency 0.403 0 007 0 7186333 0.2739804 0.257 1
Shaichnhim  equity total assets 0.5*0 0624 01075654 0 0241557 0.0612057 0 1612223

Net income loud assets 0.0 J l 0.02 0.0162168 0.0234538 •0.0589529 0 0674289

Loans'Ict.tl assets 0 705 0.172 0.4761522 0.1508999 U.I9I9577 0.7590792

DepositVtotal assets 0.627 0.446 0.8293889 0.0427173 0.7324712 0.9170486

Foreign ownciship total equity 0002 0 458 0 701 0.3605513 0 0.92

Bad loans 0 0 0 1616285 0 1906712 0.0172509 0 845

Income per capita giotvth 0 988 0 6.8 2 08I I I 4 4.2 9.2

Rank sire 0.074 0.153 0.2 0.103313 0.0906268 0.418461

Source: Author's computations

Prior to estimation it is necessary to check the behavior of the error variance. In this ease, null 

hypothesis is that the vuriancc is constant (homoskedustic). Using the Brcusch pagan/Cook 

Weisberg test (see Table 12) the null hypothesis has been rejected thereby confirming the 

presence o f hclcroskedasticity.
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Table 12: Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg Test fur Heteroskcdasticity

Ho: Constant variance Decision

chi2<8> 12.77

Prob > chi2 0.12 Reject

Technical efficiency as a dependent variable

chi2<8) 12.23

Prob > chi2 0.1410 Reject

Souice: Author's computations

In this situation, estimation is bound to lead to biasness. To correct this, we use robust standard 

errors. The results reported in I able 13 confirm that the model used fits the data more than an 

empty model ns indicated by the probability value. For equation 13 the variable Nin( ratio of net 

income to total assets) is significant and has a positive effect on technical efficiency. 

Shareholders' equity held by foreigners and income per capita growth are also significant hut the 

latter has ail unexpected sign.
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Table 13: Results from Toblt Regression

Dependent V a riab le : Techn ical e ffic ien cy Dependent V a riab le : Inefficiency

Variable Coefficient Coefficient

Shareholders cquily/total asset* •3.00733 1.513027"

(-1-12) (2.16)

Net income/tocal assets 8.167047“ -0.0660786

(4.21) (-0.10)

Loanvtoul assets •0.2507337 -0.22981 II"

(-0.68) (-2.69)

DepositVtotnl assets -1.714772 0.1522318

(•013) (0.57)

Foreign ownership/!otal equity -0.4390308" 0.0643355

(-1.92) (146)

Rad loans •0.343144 -0.1184486

(-1.55) (-1.76)

Rank size 1.184881 3.1235*

(4)52) (4.091)

Rank size squared -4.542384 -5.6S4991*-

(0.01) (4.44)

Income per capita growth -0.037874"' -0 0041227

(-1.80) (-0.68)

The constant 1.784952 -0.2765237

(135) (-0.84)

Sigma 0.1827748 0,0437444

No. of observations: 30
Prob > P -  0 0000
Source: Author's computation*

I ’ratio* in bracket*

*, "  and *" represent 99%, 9S% and 90% Significance level respectively.

In equation 14 the variable had loans is significant but with a bad sign. I he ratio of shareholders’ 

equity to total assets (sea), tutio o f loans to total assets (la), bank size and bank size squared are 

also significant. Increase in the ratio of loans to total assets reduces inefficiencies but the ratio of
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shareholders’ equity to total assets raises inefficiencies. Bank size is found to raise inefficiencies 

up to a certain level after which it starts affecting inefficiencies negatively. The other variables 

are found not to be significant.

4.6 Conclusion

litis chapter presented empirical findings from data analysis. Technical efficiency results arc 

obtained using DEA and they range front 55.9% to 100%. Cost efficiency results were extracted 

from SI'A and they range from 66% to 92.5%. Banks with the highest technical efficiency score 

arc found not to be the most cost efficient. Ihc bunk with the lowest technical efficiency score 

lias been found to have the highest cost efficiency score. Determinants of efficiency are also 

identified from a tobit model. Net income is found to have positive effects on technical 

efficiency but foreign ownership and income per capita growth have negative effects. Bank size 

and loans have negative effects on X-inefficiency hut shareholders’ equity has positive effects on 

X-inefficiency.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

5.1 Introduction

Chapter five has three small sections. I he first section traces all the work carried on and results. 

Section two draws on the empirical findings and formulates some policy suggestions. Drawbacks 

o f the study and area for future research are also discussed in this section.

5.2 Summary

The literature ascertains that efficiency is crucial for banks to perform and pul gears into 

financial development. Ihc lack of knowledge about efficiency ol banks in Rwanda is thus a 

problem that needs to be solved. This study sought therefore to examine clliciency of 

commercial banks in Rwanda. Specifically, it looked at levels o f technical and cost efficiencies 

of commercial banks of Rwanda and it identified then determinants.

Ihc literature reviewed in this study confirmed that it is theoretically important to measure 

efficiency as it affects productivity and thereafter increases profit. Nevertheless, empirical 

studies showed us that factors and environment that influence efficiency of banks arc not 

uniform across economies, f actors like hank size, ownership, bad loans and lal>or could be found 

to be important by one study but not by another.

Co achieve its objectives this study applied two recognized approaches in measuring efficiency. 

DBA was employed to get technical efficiency and SFA was used to obtain cost efficiency. The 

duta is on 5 biggest commercial banks in Rwanda from 2005 to 2010. Tobit regression was 

thereafter used to identify determinant o f x-inefficicncy.

Similar to results we came across in most studies on African economics, technical and cost 

efficiencies were found to he 71.8% and 73.7% on average respectively. Rank size and loans 

advanced to economic agents were identified as reducing X-incfficiency. Integrating 

technological innovations was found to have a positive impact on productivity o f commercial 

banks in Rwanda, and, growing net income relative to total assets was found to have a positive
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eflccl on technical efficiency whereas foreign ownership was identified as a source o f technical 

inefficiency.

5.3 Policy Recommendations

It is evident from this study that the integration of technological innovations played a tremendous 

role in improving factor productivity o f commercial banks in Rwanda. This practice should be 

enhanced and extended to other kinds o f  innovations not limited to the use of ATMs. It is also 

necessary to expand the use o f technologies which is concentrated in Kigali to other provinces of 

the country. I he incorporation o f improved technologies by micro financial institutions and other 

small cooperative banks can definitely have positive effects on the performance of the banking 

sector.

Increasing percentage o f loans to total assets, which is synonymous with a growing volume of 

loans given out to economic agents has proved to bring about increased efficiency o f commercial 

banks. However, financial statements o f all commercial banks report increasing investment in 

treasury bills and sometimes more than loans I hcrefore, monetary authorities should find a way 

to direct resources to more productive investments but this should move in tandem with 

improved mechanisms to curb bail loans.

5.4 Conclusion

This study ascertains that, across African countries, the levels o f efficiency are averagely in the 

same range. However, tlieie exist considerable differences among these economies that pertain to 

which type o f efficiency and facloix that urc taken into consideration.

We underscore the fact that some variables arc not significant whereas in other studies they were 

found to affect efficiency positively or negatively, fhc findings o f this study on the role of bank 

si/e are in accord with those of Kirkpatrick, Murindc and Tcfula(20O8), Bader et al(2008), 

Kablan(20l0), Onour and Abdalla(20l0), lkhide(2tM>8) and Kamau(2011). However, these 

results are in contrast to those of Ncuhc (2009) and Aikaeli (2008)
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I his study prolongs the debate on the importance of uniqueness of each country in policy 

formulation as fur as financial development is concerned. It also corroborates that more growth 

can be achieved by increasing the efficiency of commercial banks in Rwanda.

5.5 Limitations of the Study and Areas for Further Research

'litis study focused on efficiency o f  five commercial hanks in Rwanda for a period of six years 

Thus, this scope does not include all facets o f the entire banking sector in Rwanda. Availability 

and accessibility of data on all financial institutions in Rwanda could have helped to conduct a 

more comprehensive und informative study. Furthermore, only one vuriublo (Income per Capita 

Growth) is used in identification of determinants o f  efficiency. It does not. however, capture the 

real macroeconomic environment in which financial institutions operate in Rwanda.

It was mentioned in chapter two that there exist two approaches in the choice of inputs and 

outputs to be included in investigating efficiency in the banking sector. These arc the 

intermediation approach and the value added approach. This study followed the intermediation 

approach. A study that will apply the other approach and use more inputs and outputs can 

provide insights for comparison and belter understanding of the behavior of efficiency o f the 

Rwandan financial sector. Another interesting area may he a study on efficiency of rural bank 

branches and rural financial cooperatives and their effects on financial depth.
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